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관계형 데이터베이스 시스템을 위한 퍼지 질의어 (FSQL)
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Abstract A fuzzy query language, called FSQL, in the relational databases is introduced in this paper. In general, database systems have query systems which are able to retrieve and manipulate precise data. However, such queries are hard to operate on the real world applications since their queries are often imprecise or incomplete. Recently, considerable attention has been given to research dealing with vagueness of the query in relational database systems. In this paper we have suggested an effective method of accepting vagueness of the query in data processing. The syntax of FSQL is formally defined with EBNF, and an interpreter of FSQL has been implemented as a prototype.

요 약 본 논문에서는 관계형 데이터베이스에서 운영될 수 있는 퍼지질의어인 FSQL을 소개하였다. 일반적으로 데이터베이스 시스템은 질의시스템을 갖고 있는데 이는 정확한 데이터를 추출하고 처리할 수가 있다. 하지만 실세계에서는 정확한 데이터를 처리하는 경우보다는 불확실하거나 불명확한 질의를 처리하는 경우가 많다. 최근에 관계형 데이터베이스 시스템에서의 애매모호한 질의를 처리할 수 있는 연구가 관심을 끌고 있다. 본 논문에서는 데이터처리에 있어 애매모호한 질의를 처리할 수 있는 효과적인 방법을 제안하였다. 퍼지질의어인 FSQL의 구문은 EBNF로 정의되었고 FSQL을 SQL로 전환하여 처리할 수 있는 인터프리터를 시제품으로 개발하였다.
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1 Introduction

The relational data model has been extensively studied and widely used because it works very simply compared to other types of data models, and it also has a reliable mathematical basis. This model usually can manipulate only well-defined and precise queries. However, real world applications often require imprecise or incomplete queries which cannot be manipulated by the relational data systems. For example, a query such as “retrieve a set of single women who are young and tall”, is hardly processed in traditional relational database systems. In order to deal with this kind of imprecise query, fuzzy database systems have been widely studied [1-12]. However, there are only few references that implement fuzzy databases yet.

We propose, in this paper, a query language called FSQL (Fuzzy Structured Query Language) that can deal with vague queries in relational database systems. The syntax of FSQL is formally defined by EBNF and an FSQL interpreter is implemented to prove its power and expressiveness. An input query statement of FSQL is converted to SQL form by this interpreter and processing is performed by referring metadata in a relational database system.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the definition of FSQL and the EBNF form of FSQL. Section 3 introduces the implementation of an FSQL interpreter and shows the results. In sec-
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tion 4, conclusions are discussed.

2. FSQL overview

2.1 FSQL Process

The major features of FSQL are a superset of SQL, supporting vagueness query and running in a normal relational database. <Fig. 1> shows the process flow of FSQL operation suggested in this paper. The basic processing is as follows: when an FSQL source file inputs, then SQL code generator converts that the source code to a normal SQL code. To convert the SQL code, metadata is used for defining the fuzziness of data. Some new variables may be generated for easy SQL processing. The converted SQL statement is processed in the relational database system to produce the results. The final results will be filtered for providing more proper results.

2.2 The EBNF form of FSQL

The following EBNF format of FSQL syntax shows only extended part of SQL BNF form. The basic structure of FSQL inherits the structures of the SQL form since FSQL is the superset language of SQL. The bold words are newly defined words. It is an extension of SQL’s BNF form.

1. 0, 1, and the decimal fractions between 0 and 1.

<numeric literal> ::= 0 | 0[period][<unsigned integer>]]

2. ~ operator

<SQL special character> ::= <SQL special character> | <Tilde>

<Tilde> ::= ~

3. reserved word (bound, very, little, above, below)

<reserved word> ::= <reserved word> | bound | very | little | above | below

4. bound

<query specification> ::= <query specification> | <query specification> <bound clause>
<where clause> ::= <where clause> | <where clause> <bound clause>
<bound clause> ::= bound <numeric literal>

2.3 Basic Structure of FSQL

The syntactical form of FSQL suggested in this paper is shown in <Fig. 2>. The basic structure of FSQL expression also consists of three clauses as in SQL, but FSQL has more reserved words to deal with fuzziness such as ‘bound’, ‘F’, ‘We’ and ‘op’. These words are explained as following.

- bound The word ‘bound’ limits the lowest value from its membership function or results. It picks out exceptional documents that have a low correspondence to user need, or controls the size of

![Fig. 2. FSQL Form.](image)

![Fig. 3. Functions of ‘very’ and ‘little’.](image)
the output by eliminating documents below bound values.

- **null or very, little, above, below** Occasionally during query processing, we need to control a degree, such as ‘find a very young woman’ or ‘find a young woman’. In such cases, we can change the degree of its membership function by using the reserved word (Wc), ‘very’ or ‘little’. In this paper, we define that ‘very’ has a squared function, and ‘small’ has a square root function as shown in <Fig. 3>.

There are two more reserved words, ‘above’ and ‘below’. From the specified base point in their membership function, these bring the right side to ‘1’ in case of ‘above’, and the left side to ‘1’ in case of ‘below.’ For example, the query of ‘find a person taller than 150 (or above 150 cm)” brings the membership function to ‘1’ in its right side from a base line, 150(cm), since it coincides with the user’s need.

- **~Operator(F)** The operator~ means ‘fuzzy’, and exists in front of a vague target. In this system, no other comparative operator can explain fuzziness. That is, the expression, ‘where height = ~180’ means ‘180 and more’, or ‘180 and less’.

- **The Coupled Operator (op)** The FSQL operators ‘Fuzzy and’ and ‘Fuzzy or’ are logical operators similar to those in general SQL language however, the FSQL operators are somewhat different from those in SQL. Let’s suppose that some person has a membership value of ‘0.9’ as the condition of a tall person, and a membership value of ‘0.5’ as the condition of a young person. This person must have one membership value for the case of each query ‘a young and tall man’ and the other query ‘a young or tall man’. Many research projects about this are currently in progress. In this paper, we use ‘Fuzzy and’ and ‘Fuzzy or’ operators [9-12] that solve ‘Single Operand Dependency Problem’ and ‘Negative Compensation Problem’. <Table 1> shows the ‘Fuzzy and’ and ‘Fuzzy or’ operation method.

### Table 1. Fuzzy and, Fuzzy or operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy and</td>
<td>$\gamma \text{MIN}(x, y) + \frac{(1 - \gamma)(x + y)}{2}$, $0 \leq \gamma \leq 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy or</td>
<td>$\gamma \text{MAX}(x, y) + \frac{(1 - \gamma)(x + y)}{2}$, $0 \leq \gamma \leq 1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Select Name, Address bound 0.8 From Background**

*Where age $\sim$ 25 and height = above 150*

Fig. 4. An example of the FSQL form.

<Fig. 4> shows the example of the ‘Fuzzy and’ operation. The FSQL statement in <Fig. 4> says: ‘selects people who are about 25-years old and taller than 150 with above the membership value of 0.8.’

### 3. Implementation of the FSQL Processor

The FSQL processor consists of three components. The first is ‘fsqlparser’ to analyze a FSQL sentence. Second is ‘fsql2sql’ to convert the FSQL form to the SQL form, referring metadata. Last is the ‘fsqlQuery_application’ to get the results produced by the converted SQL. <Fig. 5> shows an example of the FSQL statement and the converted SQL statement. It assumes that there are persons who are from 0 to 100 years old. In this example,

```
select manager
from employee
where age = ~old bound 0.8
```

→

```
select manager
from employee
where 45 <= age < 145 and age_old_fvalue > 0.8
```

Fig. 5. Example of FSQL processing.

---

![FSQL Process window](image)

Fig. 6. FSQL Process window.
age_old_fvalue is a newly generated attribute for the fuzzy variable of age.

Fig. 6 shows the user interface of the FSQL query system. An FSQL statement is input through the ‘FSQL’ window. If the CONVERT button is pushed, the FSQL statement is converted into the standard SQL statement. Once it presses the QUERY button, the result of output data is shown in the lower window. This FSQL processor is implemented by JavaCC, a Java parser generator built by Sriram Sankar, Rob Duncan, and Sreenivasa Viswanadha [13, 14].

4 Conclusions

Database systems that can manipulate vague information are needed. We have proposed a query language called FSQL that can deal with vagueness in the relational database system. It offers an easy user interface, and it doesn’t need crisp knowledge of the keys to retrieve data stored in a database.

In our model, FSQL has a special function. First, ‘bound’ controls the amount of results that it limits to a membership function. Second, ‘reserved word (very, little, above, below) controls the shape of the membership function. Third, ‘~operator’ means ‘fuzzy’. Finally, ‘and’ and ‘or’ operator computes a union value of membership values.

To develop this model for a wider FSQL system, it is important to process a lot of metadata. And it is not very easy to the personal user unless it doesn’t unite with speech recognition. The Fuzzy database model in this paper is a vague model, the database of which stores only crisp values. Since it is exactly same as those of a normal relational database system, our FSQL can be applied to the normal relational database systems.
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